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Discussion

This section is based on an edited transcript of the recorded discussions that followed the pre-
sentation of each paper and on the general comments at the conclusion of the session. This material is
included to provide the reader with some information about the issues that concerned the audience. No
attempt was made to identify those who offered comments or asked questions. The comments, questions,
and answers were heavily edited when the recording or the context of the issue being discussed was not
clear. 1 apologize for any mistakes that might have changed the intended meaning or emphasis.

Discussion following L. Charles Hebel's talk:
The Opportunity to Limit and Reduce Inventories
of Fissionable Weapon Materials

Question: One question on a number you gave us. You gave the number of 4000 warheads deployed
for the Soviet Union's Anti-Ballistic Missile system?

Hebel: That is correct. The reference for that number is the Nuclear Weapons Data Handbook,
Vol. 4.

Comment: That number strikes me as high by an order of magnitude; at the most, they have a
hundred launchers.

Hebel: You have to realize that they've planned for reload. You have to take reload and
spares into account. I can't verify the accuracy of this estimate; I simply note that it
doesn't differ from others. I've asked people who are in the business and they say, "If
you include the reloads and planning for the future, it's not an unlikely number." But
whether it's 4000 or 2000, it's certainly greater than a few hundred. AH right? That's
the best information that's available based on the open literature.

Comment: That comes to forty warheads per launcher.

Hebei: That is a remarkable number, and that's one of the problems with the open literature.

In fact, this is a very good illustration of the problems with the open literature.

Question: Have you considered tritium at all?

Hebel: Yes, that's a subject for another discussion. Certainly each regime can be made
consistent with tritium production.
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Discussion following Uri Gaf s talk:
The Molten Salt Reactor Option for Beneficial Use
of Fissile Material from Dismantled Weapons

Question:

Gat:

Question:

Gat:

Question:

Gat:

The international implications of what you say are very important, and I have two
related questions: one, are you familiar with the work in France by Lequoc and others?
Second, what do you know about Soviet capabilities to be able to invoke a system like
this?

"Lequoc"—I guess the easiest thing is to say that if s due to i-equoc that I'm here, so
while I've never met him personally—we always pass one another—we know about one
another. I must add that he's more active on the political scene than on the
development scene. There is a program in Russia, and they have been pushing for a
cooperative agreement with us. They offered to come to the U.S. to talk about molten
salt reactors. They apparently have an in-pile loop. A person by the name of Novikoff
at the Kurchatov Institute has made a presentation. They have a program, but it seems
to be mostly in the academic regimes, similar to what we have here. There are few
people here who are enthusiastic about it, and I like to think they know about it
There's a lot of hesitation. The problem, of course, is that the climate is not right to
introduce another kind of reactor right now unless there is a compelling reason. And it
seems to be similar in Russia, but there are few of us here who would like to cooperate
with the Russians. The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has the most
knowledge about molten salt reactors. There's some interest in Japan, France (you
mentioned Lequoc), and Germany did work. (/, by the way, didn't work on molten salt
reactors at ORNL; I worked on them in Germany—on the Molten Salt Epithermal-
MOSEL Reactor.)

You've laid out the advantages for the molten salt reactor. Are there any
disadvantages?

I'm glad you asked!

For example, you've got liquid everywhere and liquids leak. There's a lot of
radioactivity associated with this system. You're always going to have a minimal
level, because you can't burn it all up. You'll make some technicium 99; you'll make
some iodine 129. Are there any disadvantages to this? We have had the concept now
for twenty years or more—why hasn't it ever gone anywhere?

To answer you specifically, yes, a fission reactor has fission products. The molten salt
reactor in its processing can bring those fission products to the most advantageous form
that you can think of. You cannot avoid the fission products. You can burn some of the
actinides—recycle them. You can form, shape, stabilize, and fix them; whatever you
want; whatever is most acceptable. Another thing is that they are separate from the
fuel, so you don't have to compromise—you optimize. With the fuel located elsewhere,
we need to do some rethinking, and that would be my answer also to your other question:
people haven't done their rethinking sufficiently. When the molten salt reactor was
discontinued, the emphasis was on breeding. That was at the time when EBR-] came
out, and we needed a breeder a week. One gigawatt a week for the next twenty years.
There are some common stories about problems in the molten salt reactors—there were
questions about materials, corrosion, which are considered resolved. This is, however,
not well known, because that was one of the ultimate results after the program was
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finished. There is a problem with the graphite swelling—that limits the power
density—however, the fuel in the molten salt reactor is relatively low in terms of
kilograms per megawatt. One kilogram per megawatt, roughly. Production of tritium
is an issue that you can talk about for a long time, but it's really an issue only if you
insist on breeding; and it could become an issue for proliferation. Remote technology—
there has been so much development that this is probably not an issue anymore. There
was an issue of toxicity, but that's really not a very severe problem, because if you add
that on top of the radioactivity, it's a non-issue. Processing is an issue, which needs
development—no question about that. The leaks, again, are not a big issue. You put
down a pan, and you catch the liquid. The biggest problem is if it freezes, then you need
to chisel it off, or heat it up. You need to keep those pipes and pots heated with trace
heaters, so you can pump it. You don't need to have any mechanical dealings with
those things.
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Discussion following John Taylor's talk:
Disposal of Fissionable Material
from Dismantled Nuclear Weapons

Question: Are there any utilities that would be happy to have plutonium from weapons in their
fuel on a continuing basis?

Taylor- No, the industry would not. Thaf s the point that I was trying to make. The proposal
here is—and it's mine, I mean it's not any official proposal of any kind—that the
government take steps to dilute the plutonium.

Comment: I understand that, nevertheless, the fuel that will be delivered to every utility would
contain plutonium.

Taylor: My answer to that would be that they have done it before in a small reloads in the
days where the economics of recycle looked substantially more favorable. Several
commercial utility companies have recycled mixed uranium/plutonium/oxide in their
reactors.

Question: Would you be prepared to export such fuel if it was competitive with the commercial
supply of fuel and presuming it would be used on a commercial basis?

Taylor: In the U.S. today, there's no incentive to invest in developing a commercial
uranium/plutonium recycie capacity for the existing power reactors. Therefore, there'd
be no incentive to export. In France and Japan, these processes are still proceeding
commercially, and they're very willing to provide such services. If there's no incentive
of any kind and if the work presented here simply confirms that we don't see the
economics to be sufficiently good to change that position, this would be strictly a service
by the power industry to the government to get rid of plutonium from weapons.

Question: The estimate of $1200 per kilogram for indifference—now that is indifference to whom?
To the power industry?

Taylor: Well, it's a breakeven. Right.

Question: Have you done the calculations to determine if it costs more than that, where it pays
the government to do this anyway because of the cost of alternative ways of getting rid
of the plutonium. How would those costs compare with paying whatever it was over
the $1200 per kilogram to subsidize disposing of it?

Taylor: If the government chose the disposal vehicle to be a reactor, it would still probably be
the most economical for the government to use existing reactors—not to build a separate
one.

Question: Subsidizing the difference between that and $1200 per kilogram?

Taylor: They would have to subsidize the difference.
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Discussion following David Albright's talk:
Safely Disposing and Controlling the Various Forms
of Excess Military Plutonium

Comment: I don't think we should overestimate this problem, because Britain has, I think, 50 or
certainly more than 40 tons of plutonium in stock, which is verified and safeguarded by
its national agencies, and the total amount of material you were talking about is imybe
100 or 200 tons, which is only a factor of 4 or 5.

Albright: In the interim.

Comment: I think it's important to differentiate between the issue of safeguarding plutonium from
non-nuclear weapons states versus the type of plutonium that you might have to deal
with under arms control treaty reductions between the nuclear weapons states,
particularly United States and Soviet Union. The question is whether you can denature
your plutonium. Basically, you have to take into consideration the fact that the
United States goes to great expense and complexity to avoid plutonium being denatured
during the production process. It defines and produces something called weapons-grade
plutonium, which is clearly not of the type you're talking about in terms of the reactor-
grade plutonium or in terms of what could be done by recycling (shoveling the
plutonium back to the reactors). If s probably not unreasonable just to estimate from
public information, calculations, and so forth, that none of the weapons in the United
States inventory has or is likely to have any plutonium less than weapons-grade in its
constituency. So I think you have to be very careful when you say that plutonium can't
be denatured, because, from the viewpoint of a nuclear weapons state, where we're
talking about arms-control treaties, obligations, commitments, reductions, and so
forth—it might be a very effective way of preventing this material from being used
again in any effective weapons systems. It is a different situation to try to safeguard
and protect against diversion of plutonium to other non-nuclear weapons states.

Albright: My standard reply to this is in two parts: one part addresses the reactor-grade
plutonium that IF 'early harder to use in a weapon than weapons-grade material. The
information that seldon had declassified shows that, if the Trinity device had
reactor-grade plutonium and nothing else was changed, it would have had one kiloton
as a yield. And that's the point at which the fission reaction would have started just
as it went critical. The other part of my answer addresses weapons-grade plutonium: I
agree with you that it is harder io use, but 1 think at the same time, with their
knowledge of weapons design, it's mainly introducing manufacturing difficulties. This
might lengthen the time needed to be able to use it, but this is not anything that they
don't know how to deal with—particularly through the use of tritium-boosting and
very fast enclosing systems.
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Discussion following Alexander Sanin's talk:
Some Issues with regard to: Nuclear Warhead Dismantlement
Procedures and Weapon-Grade Fissile Material Reductions within the
Framework of Mutual Nuclear Arms Limitations

Question: The United States government has stopped producing weapons-grade plutonium and
has abandoned all plans to resume production. Your government's expressed an interest
in negotiating on this issue, but as I understand it, you are currently producing weapons-
grade plutonium. And given the surplus that exists in your country, why is that?

Sanin: I would like to make the following statement on this issue. First of all, highly-
enriched uranium has not been produced in the Soviet Union since 1989, and we have
announced that. At present, our program is expected to cease production of weapons-
grade plutonium, and that was announced by Deputy Minister Petrosky. The fact is
that for data on production of plutonium, we can only quote from the sources outside the
Soviet Union. I have no access to data in the Soviet Union. I only can quote literature
sources published in the United States. 1 can quote the Soviets as having agreed to
cease all weapons-grade plutonium production by the year 2000. Three of the reactors
will be closed by 1996, and three other reactors will be closed by the year 2000.

Question: Didn't President Gorbachev at the United Nations in 1989 ask to close off the
production of plutonium?

Sanin: Gorbachev made a statement that the reactors will be closed, but I don't have a concrete
program that I can quote that deals with the closing of the reactors.
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Discussion following Zachary Davis's talk:
The Role of Congress in Future Disposal of Fissile Materials
from Dismantled Nuclear Weapons

Comment: Your discussion of the role of Congress in treaties brings up a question. A treaty is the
law of the land and overrides the other laws. I don't know what happens when it runs
counter to the Constitution. I don't know of a Constitutional debate between treaty law
and the Constitution. We say that they are doing this here and there, but we think
about our environmental law suit system, our appropriations system, and our "concrete
and bricks" building rime-lines—they will have to find some way to write this treaty
almost with no time-lines in it. So it will have to be a good faith effort of some form,
and I don't think that we've tried to write this type of treaty before. Perhaps we have,
and it was probably criticized. Lately, all of the treaties that we are writing have 180
pages of detail that describe where the wrench is and what size is going to be used. You
couldn't provide this level of detail in this case. You're going to have to find a way to
promise to do something without ever stating : "I'm going to go into the high-level
waste in the year 2000," because, if you listened to people here last Friday, there won't
be any high-level waste in the U.S. And I don't think Congress will use the treaty to
override the environmental impact system—they could in principal, by law, but I doubt
they could, politically. So, they will be facing something that they never faced in the
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Force (INF) treaty—something they're not facing in the
Strategic Arms Reductions Treaty (START) today, because they set it aside—that's one
of the reasons they set it aside. We should remember that the system has to work and
that it's bilateral and that we just can't change it. Congress can't say, "Oh, by the way,
we're going to change it." The Soviets will have to accept it. They don't have to accept
it. If you send them back to the table to negotiate again, time goes on and on. I think
there's no way in the current START-I that you can agree to anything except to work on
the problem after START is ratified.

Chairman: Probably true.

Question: I have a naive question: What's the answer to this business of disposing of plutonium
by shooting it into the sun? Since it's such a difficult material, what's wrong with
that? What's the problem?

Gat: The risk is so much larger than anything else that you have been talking about—just

imagine the Challenger accident with plutonium.

Comment: But we're still shooting plutonium into space.

Gat: That's plutonium 238; it's so difficult that it's almost been stopped.
Chairman: It's much, much different quantities. Actually the space disposal option was looked at

for civilian waste as well. There's quite a bit of literature available on that and the
risk analysis associated with it, but, basically, that's the answer to your question— it's
just too risky.
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Davis: I think the point oi Warren Donnelly's comments here is to try and imagine how
anything like this would be characterized on the floor of the Congress. There are
people who have devoted their professional careers over at the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) to waste sites, to trying to open a waste site. Really, the prime of their
lives has been dedicated to this one goal, and they can't do it.

Question: Just to continue the naiveness here. There is a problem with having too much of this
stuff in the same place. If you were going to shoot it into outer space or some place, how
much couJd you put on a rocket?

Chairman: You'd probably want to put less than a critical mass.

Comment: So, not very much.

Chairman: You could separate the critical mass but I'd rather not get into that.

Comment: I'd like to address the issue of the weighting factors that Warren Donnelly has
associated with the various considerations of nonproliferation, national security costs,
and political opposition. There are tens to thousands of warheads aimed at U.S. cities,
and I, and many other people, I'm sure would like to get rid of them first. In fact, if
national security is really the main issue here, we want to eliminate, destroy,
dismantle nuclear weapons that can be targeted against U.S. cities. There's always a
possibly of accidents or unauthorized launches and so forth. So this concern over U.S.
cities being hostage to the past arms race is still around. Thus, while we have to keep
in mind that we can't eliminate our focus on nonproliferation, cost, and environmental
issues, I think we have to remember that our main goal is to eliminate nuclea.r weapons.
Something has to be done here to put these considerations into some kind of perspective.

Davis: I think David Albright would probably be better prepared to speak about the balance
between environmental security and national security issues, and if you want, you can
also include economic security issues—other people would. I'm not willing to speculate;
in fact, when Warren Donnelly's speculative desirability chart arrived in the mail, I
was aghast, because methodologically it is so difficult. I think he meant to provoke
exactly the kind of questioning that we're hearing.

Question: I have one question. On this list among the variety of dispositions: particularly for
plutonium—it doesn't list storage? It seems to me, just putting it in the storehouse and
storing it is the most likely one of all. It may not be disposition, in the exact sense of
term.

Comment: It seems to me storage really is the middle option.

Chairman: I very much think that storage is not only what will happen, but what should happen
as we look at this and try to analyze where we and where the Soviets are going. And,
in particular, I think, unilateral storage on each side with declarations is the
appropriate way to go for probably the next few years. I'd also like to say that I
support the ideas that Alexander Sanin suggested on the declarations, not only of the
material, but of the numbers of warheads and the associated missiles. I personally
would like to go even further and suggest that U.S. and U.S.S.R. declare all of the
warheads they have—the related missiles—all of the plutonium and uranium in the
stockpile and in storage. I think we would benefit greatly from the transparency in the
Soviet Union; we would not lose that much in the United States. It would start the
process for what we've been talking about today—the dismantling of warheads and the
ultimate disposition of the fissile materials. And one can claim, "well, that's not
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verifiable," and that's true—it isn't. But the residua! stockpile or the initial stockpile
problem—as I'm addressing it here—is a crucial probiem. What we can do is at least
start the process, and then anybody that did evade would have to start thinking well
ahead of the game, because everything they did subsequently has to be consistent with
their initial declarations.

Davis: I know that is the option that Warren Donnelly favors as well, so it's just an omission
here, or else he meant to steer the argument in that direction.
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General Questions and Comments

Question: When you talk about storage—some of the expositions at this meeting demonstrated a
tremendous thought process that went into the storage aspect of it. Is there any
assurance of what comes out on both sides is equally secure? Could you put it in a deep
cavern of those geologic formations? We put a lot thought into that here in this
country.

Chairman: No, but what I was just speaking to was not necessarily indefinite long-term storage.
That's when you talk about geologic storage, it's usually disposal, and that's usually
meant to be essentially forever. There is always a question of retrieval, but it's planned
as a contingency rather than as a planned event. What I was talking about .s storage
where you would plan at some point in the future to use the material. Maybe it's 10
years, maybe it's 100 years, but I can't imagine that technology can't find a use for that
material.

Question: 1 have a question for John Taylor. Basically you said that the economics of plutonium is
complex, but I'd like to simplify it. If you were the proud owner of the stock of
plutonium today, would you consider that an asset or a liability?

Taylor: Good question.

Question: Someone said it's an asset. Do you think that it's an asset?

Chairman: Eventually.

Taylor: It's more generally an asset. In the range of costs that are projected from activities in
Europe and Japan, it's toward the lower bound, but it's marginally an asset. I would
conclude from looking at this that it is, relatively speaking, still the least expensive
way to get rid of it. You're probably going to pay some premium to get rid of it, against
the pure economic use of the fuel.

Question: I have an observation and question for Mr. Taylor. As one who would like to see what
Weinberg called "the second nuclear era" and the fair and equitable consideration of
nuclear power in the mix of energy technologies in the future, I'm a little bit concerned
about the added burden of plutonium hanging on commercial nuclear power. The
potential popular image is that it would be just an adjunct to the weapons program. One
fear that is prevalent among the public now is that somehow commercial nuclear power
has an unhealthy relationship with the rest of DOE's interests and the weapon's
program. By burning up plutonium and enriched uranium—while the economics may be
there—my observation is: it may hang some further negative baggage on commercial
nuclear power that would further disable it for the future,, in terms of a fair and open-
minded consideration by the public when considering new nuclear power plants. My
question is with regard to the repository design and, hence, it's cost having some
relationship to the buri-up time of the fuel in reactors. What would the Pu-U mixture
do to burn-up time? In other words, what would you see as the bum up time? I think it's
a 10-year assumption now that DOE is making with regard to the design of the
repository. Would it still be 10 years—would it be more or less?

Taylor: Within the range of experience and the calculations, very little difference—
essentially the same. I would like to comment on your earlier observation: you may
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well be right. It's very difficult to make an assessment of public reaction. The reason
for the proposal, of course, was to talk about economical ways to get rid of that
material without particular evaluation of public reaction. However, there could be a
reaction of a more positive nature in the sense that these reactors, which everyone
knows produce weapons material in some form, can help dispose of it. So I'm not sure
myself whether the public reaction would be positive or negative.

Comment: This is addressed to Bill Sutcliffe [Chairman] on the question of declaratory policy. I
am concerned about verification of agreement; I put it very high on my priority list. I
note that in the implementation of the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) treaty,
there have been some very serious questions raised about the behavior of the Soviets.
There is also the disparity between the numbers represented to us by our Soviet friend
and the numbers that / am more familiar with. I would like to take it as face value, but
I would demand something as a check.

Chairman: I think that if this became a national policy in both the Soviet Union and the United
States, then Alexander Sanin wouldn't be operating under the existing constraints and
problems. To get the numbers, as he suggested, he had to use our literature. I agree that
there are problems that ^t's not verifiable, and yes, you might discover that a
declaration was wrong, but 1 think that it is a place to start working—just as we are
working at with CFE now. Basically, I think we're better off with the declarations
than without them.

Question: How well does each country know it's own plutonium and highly enriched uranium
inventories?

Chairman: I don't know about the Soviet Union, but the United States keeps very, very good track
of every gram of each material. I mean, the bookkeeping is really there. I don't think
the problem is that one branch of government or working group doesn't always have the
information that another has. The problem has been that the bookkeeping is not used
as a reference and a check in planning. That's been my complaint about it. But as far as
the bookkeeping itself—it's there by law, and it is being done.

Question: But there is a material unaccounted for?

Chairman: Yes, I don't know exactly how that is categorized. We could find cut if it's not
classified.

Question: How can you talk about grams when there were press reports that they found many
pounds of stuff in the ventilation system at Rocky Rats?

Chairman: Again, if you look at the categories of where the stuff is—it's all kept track of in the
various categories, and I don't know under what category that fell. I'm sure that the
material was located al Rocky Flats and that it accumulated over time.

Hebel: I think that your question and the comment of General Giller earlier illustrates how
different it is for the two parties to talk about starting on a process to make themselves,
their citizens, and he rest of the world both more confident about the problem of
"getting to zero." Getting to zero has many features that are almost intractable. That,
if allowed to stand in the way of getting started, may not be in everyone's best interest.
I also think that it is very important for non-governmental organizations to consider
how you would develop a treaty that doesn't detail in every step, how many
screwdrivers, bolts, and nuts there are but still has checkpoints and other devices to
allow both planning and demonstration so that public confidence will grow. This is
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almost a unique problem. There are many essays—passionate essays in the literature—
that don't even consider all the sticky points that you can enumerate on a blackboard in
only a few minutes. I merely did a relatively preliminary study, and it's that thick,
and if you really wanted to do a serious study, it would be even thicker. And thaf s
merely a study. I think that non-governmental organizations have a very important
role to play in keeping the "getting to zero" problem distinct from the "getting started"
problem in developing a process down which the nations can proceed. To some extent,
they have to learn as they go where a reasonable endpoint might be.

Comment: In addition to the possibilities of shooting plutonium into space and dispersing it in the
ocean, one thing I also expected to be part of the disposition list is the idea of directly
using the Nevada Test Site for some sort of disposal: either in a direct burial or in the
tunnel tests. That is taking excess plutonium, dispersing it around the Site, and
actually vitrifying it and glassifying it permanently (obviously at less than critical
mass).

Chairman: Unfortunately, the paper that was withdrawn by C. H. Bloomster et al., from Battelle-
Pacific Northwest Laboratory did look at exploding the material as a possible option,
and I'm going to try and get that paper—it's an unclassified paper—as part of the
things that we may publish, but in any case, sooner or later they will come out with it,
and look at all the possibilities.

Question: This explosion, do you think there's a possibility of disposing of plutonium this way?

Chairman: It was considered and so were the possibilities of disposal in the holes or tunnels.

Comment: Let me mention that we can't even get permission to put gram quantities of TRU waste in
granite, much less several metric tons in tuff. Part of the problem is environmental
acceptability. Let me address an issue that previous speakers raised: we are focusing
on the goal of "getting to zero," and 1 have no disagreement with that as in the
scatological time frame. It's not clear to me that in the near term that this really is the
right goal. I think before we embark on something like that, we need to know what the
real goal should be. Particularly in view of the fact that there are large uncertainties
in our ability to verify initial stockpiles. Those uncertainties are not percentages.
Those uncertainties are metric tons or kilograms—however you want to measure it—and
they will remain. And so the uncertainty today is the same number of metric tons or
kilograms we will have in twenty-five or thirty or fifty years. You translate that in
some number of warheads right now with 20,000 warheads in the stockpile, or
whatever the right numbers are—a few hundred here and there is no big deal. Bui in
fifty years, when nobody has any warheads, the uncertainty of a hundred warheads
could be incredible. And that problem has to be addressed at the outset, and has to be
addressed as we set the goals. I'm not trying to say we don't want to get rid oi: nuclear
weapons, but I don't think that's fair as a goal of the syrtern today.

Chairman: I agree. Comments? Questions?

Question: I don't know whether this is in proper forum or not, but the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) has been mentioned a number of times as an inspection agency, and we've
recently had an experience with Iraq and the IAEA inspection, which we essentially
said had been useless. 1 wonder, is there anybody who could comment on that? What's
wrong with the IAEA system that we can't fix.
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Chairman: I don't know if I want to defend the IAEA, I've been a critic often enough as far as
people just blatantly saying "IAEA procedures will take care of the verification." They
don't have the manpower, the training, etc., or the funds, and so my criticism has
always been: you had better look at what the IAEA's resources will need to be before
you throw the verification task at them.

Question: The 1AE^ inspected Iraqi reactors in November 1990. Pronounced that there was no
evidence of any diversion of materials to improper use. I know of no evidence that what
they said was incorrect. I would like to ask if there is any evidence that they were
improper?

Comment: They looked under the lamppost, and they found what was under the lamppost. They
had hidden 12 kilograms of uranium.

Comment: Yes, they still have that, but that doesn't answer the question of whether or not there's

a proliferation risk involved.

Question: Where is the proliferation risk?

Comment: Well, there have bee.: a number of assertions ranging from centrifuge technology to

other production means.

Question: Where is the evidence?

Comment: Well, if there is evidence, it's probably classified.
Comment: There is evidence. There is evidence that some steel that seemed to be of the form

appropriate for centrifuge was picked up at Zurich in the summer.
Comment: The point is that the IAEA inspection did not look at that.

Comment: They are not forbidden to build centrifuge plants. Holland has a functioning centrifuge
plant, which is inspected by the IAEA. If they had a centrifuge plant, then it would be
appropriate for the board of directors of IAEA to say there's to be a special inspection.
Even if they had the beginnings of a centrifuge plant, it is not a safeguarded facility
until it has nuclear fuel in it. And there's no evidence whatsoever that they have a
functioning centrifuge plant with nuclear fuel.

Albright: I think the agency does a good job in verifying various agreements. In the cases of Iraq
and also in verifying of bilateral cutoff, there are certain national security concerns of
the United States that the agency just isn't really capable of satisfying. In fact, when
we wrotf.' legislation on the cutoff, there was strong Congressional opposition to having
the IAEA solely responsible for verification, because it felt that—or members felt that
with reference to Soviet-civilian reprocessing plants—that we should do our own
bilateral inspections and set up a system so that we know it's our people telling us that
there isn't any concern. And, in the case of Iraq I personally think a lot of the threat
about that fuel was exaggerated. The agency did its job, but there's now the open issue
that the fuel's been moved, and that's one of the reasons why there's no radiation from
the reactors. And one of the issues confronting the agency now is: when is Iraq going to
say where that fuel is? Or will they say where the fuel is, fearing that the L'.S.
Intelligence will figure it out and bomb it? I think that's a subjective issue
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that's going to have to be dealt with fairly soon, and hopefully, it won't damage the
Agency. But I think in general what the Agency has done is verify agreements and do
basically just what it set out to do, and I don't think we should demand that it do more
than that, and certainly, national security questions are not in the Agency's realm.

Comment: The reactor that was bombed was, in fact, the reactor that was inspected. There was
not any reprocessing facility, and I know of no reason for bombing that reactor.

Chairman: That's not the topic being discussed here.

Comment: I think you can separate clearly. The IAEA is a cooperative enterprise. It's a way for
me to demonstrate that I'm complying. It's not a way for you to discover that I'm not
complying, so it's a very different kind of a structure. I think it does an admirable job on
what it does.

Hebel: This subject is often discussed as if it had to be either a bilateral set of monitoring
procedures or an IAEA set of procedures. If you look at the problem hard and take into
account the concerns that both parties will have for covert production and the need to
monitor the destruction of warheads—neither one of which the IAEA is at present
well-versed to consider, not to mention the need for additional resources, it would be
much more sensible to consider a different model.

Chairman: Sidney Graybeal has an announcement, and we've come to the end of our time.

Graybeal: Yes, I am the Chairman of the Committee on Science and National Security, and I have
two points to make: First, I want to thank Milo Nordyke and Bill Sutcliffe for setting
up this session, which has been one of the most informative and one of the highlights of
our forum at this Annual meeting. Second, I want to remind you that our committee
conducts an open forum at every Annual meeting. The purpose of this forum is to solicit
constructive criticism from anyone in the audience on how we can improve our program
and the functions of our committee. You are cordially invited to attend this forum.
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